DO WE NEED AN INTIMACY COORDINATOR?
Use this flow chart to help you decide!

Does the scene require nudity and/or simulated sex of any kind?
- Yes
- No

Does the scene involve simulated genital contact, either above or under clothing?
- Yes
- No

Does the scene contain heightened sexually charged physicality? (ex. intense kissing)
- Yes
- No

Is the director confident in handling this scene appropriately and navigating the actors in physically and emotionally uncomfortable moments?
- Yes
- No

When in doubt...
- I thought we'd just wing it on the day

Is there a specialized movement you do not know how to approach or choreograph? (ex. strip tease, lap dance, group intimacy)
- Yes
- No

Are there any power dynamics or pre-existing relationships within the company that may necessitate the use of an outside eye? (ex. a season regular engaging in sexually charged content with a day player)
- Yes
- No

Is the crew up to date on all closed set protocols?
- Yes
- No

Some extra support will make things run more smoothly

Hire an Intimacy Coordinator!
A trained IC will have credentials in sexual harassment prevention, movement training, consent advocacy, and sensitivity training. If you have any questions about the training an IC should have, please reach out to us at info@idcprofessionals.com

Enjoy Your Process!
Sounds like your scene doesn't need an IC. Feel free to reach out to us if anything changes, or if you’d like to talk about another project at info@idcprofessionals.com

Not at all! A trained IC can help at any stage of the project!

We’re halfway through the process, and are having second thoughts. Is it too late to hire an Intimacy Coordinator?